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Praise for the previous editions an Excellent text . . . will undoubtedly provide the benchmark for comparative works for many years. -Journal of the American Chemical Society An excellent state-of-the-art composition of catalytic asymmetric chemistry . . . must be included in any chemistry collection. -
Choice It's a tremendous resource and an excellent read. I recommend immediate purchase. -Perkin Transactions Since this important work was first published in 1993, the field of catalytic asymmetric synthesis has grown explosively, spitting out effective new methods to gain enantiomerically pure
connections extensively and stimulate new applications in diverse fields — from medicine to material science. Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis, Third Edition addresses these rapid changes through contributions from highly recognized world leaders in the field. This seminal text provides detailed accounts
of the key catalytic asymmetric reactions known today, and discusses recent advances and essential information about the initial development of certain processes. An excellent working resource for academic researchers and industrial chemists alike, the Third Edition features: Six completely new
chapters that focus on new approaches to catalytic asymmetric synthesis including non-conventional media/conditions, organocatalysis, chiral Lewis and Bronsted acids, CH activation, carbon-heteroatom band-forming reactions, and enzyme-catalyzed asymmetric synthesis A new section focusing on the
vital new reaction, asymmetric metathesis, in carbon-carbon-binding responses Updated chapters on hydrogen, carbon-carbon band Hydrosynalysis, carbon waterations, oxidations, reinforcements and autocalypse, and polymerization responses Retain some of the best of its predecessors, but now
thoroughly up to date, Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis, Third Edition serves as an excellent desktop reference and text for researchers and students from the upper level undergraduate students by experienced professionals in the industry or academy. In summary, it is a comprehensive and up-to-date
detailed textbook, excellent for reference, for obtaining a quick appreciation of what has been achieved in asymmetrical catalysis, while suggesting that the many directions it may go in the future. (Applied Chenometalic Chemistry, 6 March 2015) It is a well-prepared monograph that provides practical
entries to the current literature for students or practitioners seeking a foundation in a particular field of asymmetric catalysis to support suggestions or projects. . . . So, the book has broad appeal; it should be useful for chemists at all levels, for postgraduate students and academic instructors to senior
scientists and principal investigators. (Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 16 June 2011) This third edition of Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis remains on cutting edge of literature resources, and must be added to all chemistry reference Summary: Highly recommended. Supervision undergraduate students by
professionals. (Pick, 1July 2011) An excellent working resource for academic researchers and industrial chemists alike . . . preserving the best of its predecessors, but now thoroughly up to date, Catalytic Asymmetric Synthesis, Third Edition serves as an excellent desktop reference and text for
researchers and students of the upper level undergraduate students by experienced industry professionals or academia. (Organic Chemistry Portal, 1 May 2011) Overall, this book would be a useful addition to the library of a scientist engaged in catalysis in general and in asymmetric catalysis in
particular. This is clearly a must-have for any comprehensive library.. (JACS, 2010) If you are not the author of this article and you want to reproduce material from it in a third-party non-RSC publication you should formally request permission using Copyright Clearance Center. Go to our instructions for
using Copyright Clearance Center page for details. Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book chapters) do not have to formally request permission to reproduce material contained in this article, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material.
Reproduced material must be attributed as follows: If the material has been adapted instead of reproduced from the original RSC publication Reproduced from can be replaced with Adapted from. In all cases, the Ref. XX is the XXth reference in the list of credentials. If you are the author of this article, you
do not need to formally request permission to reproduce numbers, diagrams etc. contained in this article in third-party publications or in a thesis or dissertation, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If you are the
author of this article, you must still obtain permission to reproduce the entire article in a third-party publication with the exception of reproduction of the entire article in a thesis or dissertation. Information about the reproduction of material from RSC articles with different licenses is available on our
Permission Requests page. Page 2 If you are not the author of this article and you would like to reproduce material from it in a third-party non-RSC publication, you must formally request permission using Copyright Clearance Center. Go to our instructions for using Copyright Clearance Center page for
details. Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book chapters) do not have to formally request permission to reproduce material contained in this article, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as
follows: If the material is modified instead of The original RSC publication Reproduced can be replaced with Adapted out. In all cases the Ref. XX XX the XXth reference in the list of credentials. If you are the author of this article, you do not need to formally request permission to reproduce numbers,
diagrams etc. contained in this article in third-party publications or in a thesis or dissertation, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If you are the author of this article, you must still obtain permission to reproduce the
entire article in a third-party publication with the exception of reproduction of the entire article in a thesis or dissertation. Information about the reproduction of material from RSC articles with different licenses is available on our Permission Requests page. Page 3 If you are not the author of this article and
you want to reproduce material from it in a third-party non-RSC publication, you must formally request permission using Copyright Clearance Center. Go to our instructions for using Copyright Clearance Center page for details. Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book
chapters) do not have to formally request permission to reproduce material contained in this article, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material must be attributed as follows: If the material has been adapted instead of reproduced from the original RSC
publication Reproduced from can be replaced with Adapted from. In all cases, the Ref. XX is the XXth reference in the list of credentials. If you are the author of this article, you do not need to formally request permission to reproduce numbers, diagrams etc. contained in this article in third-party
publications or in a thesis or dissertation, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If you are the author of this article, you must still obtain permission to reproduce the entire article in a third-party publication with the
exception of reproduction of the entire article in a thesis or dissertation. Information about the reproduction of material from RSC articles with different licenses is available on our Permission Requests page. Page 4 If you are not the author of this article and you want to reproduce material from it in a third-
party non-RSC publication, you must formally request permission using Copyright Clearance Center. Go to our instructions for using Copyright Clearance Center page for details. Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book chapters) do not have to formally request permission
to reproduce material contained in this article, provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If the material is adjusted instead of reproduced from the RSC publication Reproduced out can be replaced with Adapted out. In
all cases, the Ref. XX is the XXth XXth in the list of credentials. If you are the author of this article, you do not need to formally request permission to reproduce numbers, diagrams etc. contained in this article in third-party publications or in a thesis or dissertation, provided that the correct recognition is
given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If you are the author of this article, you must still obtain permission to reproduce the entire article in a third-party publication with the exception of reproduction of the entire article in a thesis or dissertation. Information
about the reproduction of material from RSC articles with different licenses is available on our Permission Requests page. Page 5 Author affiliations * Corresponding authors a School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Center for Atomic Engineering of Advanced Materials AnHui Province Key
Laboratory of Chemistry for Inorganic/Organic Hybrid Functionalized Materials, Anhui University, Hefei 230601, P. R. China E-mail: fy70@163.com, mengxm@ahu.edu.cn b Institute of Health Sciences, Anhui University, Hefei 230601, P. R. China E-mail: changzhixu007@163.com c Institute of Physical
Science and Information Technology, Anhui University, Hefei 230601, P. R. China A dialdehyde-functionalized ratiometric two-photon fluorescent probe (Mito-DCHO) based on a symmetric carbazole-containing two-dimensional ICT system was rationally designed for cysteine-specific detection in
mitochondria, which was utilized for real-time assessing and dual-channel visualization of the early stage of apoptosis by monitoring mitochondrial oxidative stress levels. You have access to this article Please wait while we load your content... Something went wrong. Try again? Back to tab navigation
Supplemental Information PDF (3568K) Chem. Commun., 2018,54, 10495-10498 Y. Huang, Q. Zhou, Y. Feng, W. Zhang, G. Fang, M. Fang, M. Chen, C. Xu and X. Meng, Chem. Commun., 2018, 54, 10495 If you do not have to reproduce the author of this article and you want to reproduce material from
it in a third party non-RSC publication you should formally request Go to our instructions for using Copyright Clearance Center. Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book chapters) do not have to formally request permission to reproduce material contained in this article,
provided that the correct recognition is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material must be attributed as follows: If the material has been adapted instead of reproduced from the original RSC publication Reproduced from can be replaced with Adapted from. In all cases, the Ref. XX is the
XXth reference in the list of credentials. If you are the author of this article, you do not need to formally request permission to digits, diagrams etc. is given with the reproduced material. Reproduced material should be attributed as follows: If you are the author of this article, you must still obtain permission
to reproduce the entire article in a third-party publication with the exception of reproduction of the entire article in a thesis or dissertation. Information about the reproduction of material from RSC articles with different licenses is available on our Permission Requests page. Tweet Share Back to Tab
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